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SARTO SCREENS

Our sense of touch can impact
our state of mind and sense of
belonging, influencing a broad
range of our interactions and
activities. Authentic and inviting
spaces at work let employees feel
a stronger sense of belonging,
purpose and wellbeing.

MEET
SARTO
Soft and inviting in form, visually light yet robust in structure;
the collection of Sarto Screens combine a rich material
selection with signature stitching detail to bring texture 		
and tactile comfort to the work environment, while creating
a sense of privacy in the open-plan office.
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THE INVITING
WORKPLACE
At work, we see greater demand for a more welcoming, informal
environment, with lounges and a range of social settings to connect
with colleagues, away from the desk. Gently framing and shielding
workstations, Sarto Screens contribute to the softer material palette
of the new office environment.
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RESILIENCE
Work environments must be highly functional and more
resilient than our home environments. Sarto screens are
slim and refined in appearance, yet robust in structure, 		
for durability in a hard working business environment.

PRIVACY
Collaboration at work is integral to dynamic businesses
– but too much interaction and a lack of privacy has
taken a heavy toll on creativity, productivity, engagement
and wellbeing. Sarto Screens address a critical need for
greater privacy and focus at workstations around the 		
open plan office.
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CRAFTED
FINISH,
MACHINED
PRECISION
With inspiration drawn from the tradition of Italian tailoring,
as well as the beauty and strength of tailored suits, Sarto
brings structural quality and thoughtful detail into the
work environment.
Soft, tactile materials are stitched together, in a frameless
design, bound by intricate accent stitching, creating a
product that challenges the established expression of
screen design.
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CURATED
LOOKS
A range of colors, materials, finishes and textures can
contribute to the appeal of an inviting workplace. Sarto
Bespoke is a fabric-upholstered screen that is available		
in wide selection of textile choices, bringing beautiful
texture to the workplace. Nine curated duotone pairings
offer unique custom looks.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Sarto Screens have been crafted with care. Both PET
and wood can be continually recycled. PET fibre is
an industrial offcut in plentiful supply that is made of
recycled plastic bottles. Its intriguing raw finish, led us
to create Sarto Raw, in two looks – with and without
a pressed line detail.

Perfectly Pressed
By applying a horizontal pressing technique directly
onto PET material, we created Sarto Raw. With a
minimal, clean, crisp debossed pattern, Sarto Raw
adds a subtle, modern, sustainable signature to the
workplace.
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Sarto Dividers
Sarto Dividers are movable, and easy for individuals to
reposition, supporting changing workplace dynamics.
Adjustable user-friendly clamps secure the divider and
their soft grip stabilizes the screen and protects the
work surface. A built-in bag hook allows neat storage of
personal belongings.

Tailored Accessories
These soft and subtle spatial boundaries
also provide tackable surfaces, allowing
notes and images to be pinned. Simple
accessories like name tags and marker
boards are designed to offer individuals
the experience of customizing and
personalizing their workstations.
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SURFACE MATERIALS
Paint
Neutral

Fabric
Arctic white
gloss
Merle

PET
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Cogent
connect

Fabric

Curated Duotone
Cogent
connect

Lizard / Jungle
Peacock

Coconut

Quicksilver

Chamois

Malt

Canary

Graphite

Khaki

Cork 		
		

Lagoon
Maya Blue

Turmeric

Licorice

Mocha

Cocoa

Scarlet
Lipstick / Merlot

Light grey

Nickel

Mustard
yellow

Grey brown

Rhino
Ebony

Silver

Tangerine

Sky Blue

Saffron

Ivy Green

Scarlet

Dark pink

Grey

Lipstick

Orange mix

Pepper

Maya blue

Red

Pepper black

Blue jay

Cherry red

Lagoon

Sky blue

Royal blue

Medley

Medley

Khaki green
Apple green
Mustard yellow
Grey brown

Gamut
Omni-R

Water blue
Sky blue

Cerulean
Asphalt

Coconut

Cerulean
Deep ocean

Water blue

Cloud

Hunter
Graphite

Blueprint

Denim

Maize

Sailor

Blue jean

Tangerine

Concord

Blue

Scarlet

Aubergine

Blue purple

Crimson

Wasabi

Purple

Blue jay

Peacock

Dark purple

Azure blue

Lizard

Apple green

Sapphire

Malt

Dark green

Ink blue

Nugget

Khaki green

Hydrangea

Root beer

Beige

Wasabi

Surface material images are provided as
a preliminary color reference and should
not be used for final color selection.
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